
 
Panache Desai and Rikka Zimmerman on stage

Leaders in Consciousness Make Mainstream Splash

Kim Estock February 22, 2013

Panache Desai and Rikka Zimmerman on Stage Together at
Global Gathering

(Newswire.net -- February, 23, 2013) Los Angeles, CA --
  Inspirational visionaries and lauded global leaders in
consciousness Panache Desai and Rikka Zimmerman will
release to the public video of their exclusive 12-12-12 Global
Gathering today.

Highly regarded for bringing humanity home to knowing their innate magnificence, Rikka and Panache took
the stage in a rare appearance together at the revolutionary 12-12-12 Global Gathering in Orlando, Florida last
December. Participants described the event as miraculous and life-changing and now videos of the event are
available at no cost to the public here: http://panache.rikkazimmerman.com/#

Global Gathering attendee Carina Grundel from London, England said afterwards, ”The amazing day with
Rikka and Panache in Orlando was so playful and fun! It truly showed me that I am, and always have been, my
very own Guru. They inspired and reminded me to trust in my own knowing again and enjoy this blissful ride
on this wonderful planet where the Universe always has my back.”

Young, vivacious and hip, Rikka and Panache are quickly being recognized as the new modern-day leaders in
spirituality and consciousness. Both highly regarded motivational speakers with international tours, Panache
will be featured on an episode of Oprah’s Super Soul Sunday February 24th, 11 am PT/ET on OWN: Oprah
Winfrey Network and Rikka’s book, Energetic Life Makeover, is scheduled to release June 2013.

Panache says the highest vibrational set point is self-love and acceptance, adding, “How you vibrate is what
the Universe echos back to you in every moment.”

The vibration of infinite love permeates all that Panache and Rikka do. They each have a unique, powerful
presence that inspires and empowers audiences worldwide to transform and elevate their lives.

Visit http://www.panachedesai.com to access FREE vibrational tools and inspirational material designed to
guide you into your most magnificent life ever.  

Get details about Rikka’s worldwide Adventure in Oneness events, global telesummits, live teleclasses, potent
mp3 products, and more, including your FREE GIFT: “3 Keys to Loving You” at her website:
http://www.rikkazimmerman.com
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